The Stewards, having received a report from the Race Director, have considered the following matter and determine the following:

No / Driver 33 - Max Verstappen
Competitor Red Bull Racing
Time 14:03
Session Race
Fact Car 33 collided with car 3 in turn 2.
Offence Involved in an incident as defined by Article 38.1 of the FIA Formula One Sporting Regulations.
Decision 10 Second Time Penalty (2 penalty points awarded, 3 points in total for the 12 month period)
Reason The Stewards reviewed multiple angles of video, and determined that Verstappen carried too much speed into the entry of turn 2, locked up the left front tyre and understeered on full lock and consequently hit Riccardo. The Stewards considered that Verstappen was wholly to blame for the collision. The Stewards compared this incident with other first lap incidents this season and applied a ten second time penalty.